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Open Environmental Information - 

From Bottleneck to Breakthrough 
 

 

Beijing, China – On March 28
th
, 2013 a number of organizations including the Society of 

Entrepreneurs & Ecology, Friends of Nature, Nature University and the Institute of Public and 

Environmental Affairs will jointly launch the Total Transparency Initiative. The initiative calls 

for the systematic, timely and complete disclosure of enterprise supervision information and 

discharge data with the aim of promoting large scale reduction of emissions to reverse the 

grim environmental situation that we are now faced with. 

 

In January 2013, China’s air quality information disclosure made historical progress as 80 

cities began to disclose real time air quality information, making it possible for the public to 

understand the pollution situation and take measures to protect themselves. However, to 

reverse this air pollution crisis where smoggy days have become a normal occurrence we 

cannot remain in this passive state and must actively identify pollution sources and strengthen 

the supervision and public oversight of them. In order to ensure effective supervision we must 

move forward from PM2.5 information disclosure and extend this to disclosure of all pollution 

source information. 

 

Since 2009 the Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs (IPE) and the Natural Resources 

Defense Council (NRDC) have carried out an annual evaluation of the state of pollution 

source information disclosure in 113 cities across China. In the 2012 Pollution Source 

Information Transparency Index (PITI) which will be released on March 28
th
, the average 

rating score for the 113 cities’ has continued to increase. However, the annual rate of increase 

has declined showing that the momentum behind pollution source information disclosure is 

slowing. 

 

This year’s evaluation reminds us that faced with the current situation of severe air, water and 

soil pollution we must make changes to pollution source information disclosure so that 

information is no longer patchy, out of date and difficult to obtain. The rapid increase in the 

pervasiveness of the internet in China, great progress made in the building of on-line 

monitoring data platforms, improvements in disclosure practices in provinces like Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang and the cities of Ningbo and Wuhan, as well as the successful experiences of 

industrialized countries, have all created the conditions for a breakthrough in expanding 

pollution source information disclosure. 



 

With this in mind, a number of Chinese organizations including the Society of Entrepreneurs 

& Ecology, Friends of Nature and the Nature University propose that complete disclosure of 

pollution source information should be implemented according to relevant laws and 

regulations. 23 organizations propose that this should start from the following three points: 

 

 There should be real-time online publication of nationally controlled, provincially 

controlled and municipally controlled key pollution source enterprises. The option to 

search historical data should also be provided. 

 

 Polluting enterprises’ administrative penalty information, as well as information on 

confirmed complaints, should also be published in a systematic, timely and complete 

manner. 

 

 Pollutant discharge data from enterprises should be published regularly and should 

include data on, at the very least, all the pollutants identified in the company’s EIA 

report. 

 

The transparency initiative shows that the above information has already been monitored, 

collected and stored by regional EPBs. We believe that this huge amount of data is formed 

from public resources and touches on the health and safety of the general public. Therefore, 

the environmental authorities should take advantage of the increasing pervasiveness of 

internet technology to conveniently and efficiently publish this data so that society can access 

it more easily. 

 

“We detest the effects of environmental pollution. However, this has not come from 

nowhere and is formed as the result of each and every incident of specific 

environmentally polluting behavior. Instead of feeling indignant at the results of all 

the environmental pollution it would be better to correct the polluting behavior.” – 

Posted on Weibo by Jiangsu EPB Environmental Information Centre Director, He 

Chunyin.  

  

“The touchstone to identify whether we are serious about resolving pollution 

problems is if there is complete information transparency. Therefore, we call on the 

government to completely and quickly disclose all real time pollution source data.” - 

Western Returned Scholars Association 2005 committee member and SEE member, 

Wang Weijia. 

 

“SEE members have companies in all different sectors and we personally want to 

take the lead and carry out information transparency.” – A member of the Society of 

Entrepreneurs & Ecology and Chairman of the Board for Vanke, Wang Shi. 

 

“International experience shows us that information disclosure helps promote public 

participation in environmental protection, thereby creating a combined 

environmental management system made up of the the government, companies and 



the general public and this type of system is effective and relatively low cost.” - An 

expert from the Natural Resources Defense Council. 

 

“Environmental protection in China faces three big difficulties: environmental legislation 

enforcement, environmental lawsuits and public supervision. Faced with the urgent need 

to find solutions to the perilous situation the environment is in, the expansion of 

environmental information disclosure can help to guide the public to participate in a 

legal and rational way. This will help push enterprises to develop pollution control 

measures and is a pro-active and safe starting point.” – Director of the Institute of Public 

and Environmental Affairs, Ma Jun. 

 

China is facing extremely severe pollution problems. This not only endangers the health of 

the current generation, but also endangers the environment and resources that future 

generations will need to rely on for survival. All 23 organizations who have jointly launched 

this initiative firmly believe that total pollution source information transparency can promote 

increased public participation, break the problem of polluting companies being protected for 

local interests, and limit rent-seeking and fraudulent data reporting, thus creating a powerful 

force for the reduction of enterprise emissions. 

 

 


